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PUBLICATION THESIS OPTION

This thesis consists of the following two articles, formatted in the style used by
the Missouri University of Science and Technology:
Paper I, found on pages 3-20, has been published in 2020 IEEE International
Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatibility & Signal/Power Integrity(EMCSI), July
2020.
Paper II, found on pages 21-35, is intended for submission to 2022 IEEE
International Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatibility & Signal/Power
Integrity(EMCSI), August 2022.
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ABSTRACT

With an increasing demand for electric vehicles and autonomous driving, many
components of a vehicle are being replaced as electric components. This implicates the
possibility of an increase in the malfunction of electric components due to unknown
electromagnetic interferences. In this reason, malicious intentional electromagnetic
interference (IEMI) is being considered as a growing threat for the current and next
generation of automotive technology.
In the first topic, the transfer function between the IEMI attacker and the engine
control unit (ECU) circuit in an automobile is extracted to analyze how the IEMI affects
the vehicle.
In the second topic, to mimic the electromagnetic environment which can affect
the battery system with inducing a current passing through the battery, the current is
intentionally injected to the battery system with a bulk current injection (BCI) probe and
it is investigated that how this coupled current can affect the battery with the parallel LC
resonance of which the inductance comes from the wire and the capacitance comes from
the bypass capacitor before voltage regulator module (VRM).
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SE C T IO N

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND
With an increasing demand for electric vehicles and autonomous driving, many
components of a vehicle are being replaced as electric components. This implicates the
possibility of an increase in the malfunction of electric components due to unknown
electromagnetic interferences. In this reason, malicious IEMI is being considered as a
growing threat for the current and next generation of automotive technology. It works by
intentionally inducing noise, thereby disrupting the normal operation of a system. This
issue emphasizes the importance of understanding potential risks that this intentional
threat will cause.
Lithium-Ion (Li-ion) batteries are being widely used nowadays for electric
vehicles and electric devices and the demand of Li-ion batteries is rapidly increasing.
However, many accidents related with Li-ion batteries also have been reported recently.
Most of solutions of the thermal runaway of Li-ion batteries are focused on the battery
itself. Considering the transfer function, we can calculate how much the field is radiated
from the noise source to the victim and RF current can be induced with radiated fields. It
is found that due to the bypass capacitor and the inductance of the wire at the battery, the
parallel LC resonance is generated and the induced current from the noise source is
resonated with this resonance and when it passes through the battery, it can generate a
thermal runaway of the battery.

2
1.2. CONTENTS
This thesis consists of two papers. The first paper is related to the transfer
function measurement for automotive intentional EMI and the second paper is related to
the thermal runaway investigation of lithium-ion battery by intentional EMI.
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PAPER

I. TRANSFER FUNCTION MEASUREMENT FOR AUTOMOTIVE
INTENTIONAL ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE

Woncheol Song, Yang Zhong, Cheolhan Kim, Changyul Park, and Chulsoon Hwang

ABSTRACT

The transfer function between the intentional electromagnetic interference (IEMI)
attacker and the engine control unit (ECU) circuit in an automobile is extracted to analyze
how the IEMI affects the vehicle. A log-periodic antenna is used as the IEMI aggressor
based on the frequency domain measurement and the transfer function of the log-periodic
antenna is compared with the transfer function of the standard mesoband source generator
measured in the time domain. The electric field of the standard source is regenerated with
the transfer function of the log-periodic antenna. It is then compared with the original
field of the standard source to validate the transfer function of the log-periodic antenna.
Since the D-dot sensor is used to measure radiated field in the time domain, a noise in
low frequency region is amplified and it is investigated.

1. INTRODUCTION

With an increasing demand for electric vehicles and autonomous driving, many
components of a vehicle are being replaced as electric components. This implicates the
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possibility of an increase in the malfunction of electric components due to unknown
electromagnetic interferences. As an example, when antilock braking system (ABS) was
first introduced, braking problems arose on the German autobahn when vehicles passed a
nearby radio transmitter [1]. Malicious IEMI is being considered as a growing threat for
the current and next generation of automotive technology. It works by intentionally
inducing noise, thereby disrupting the normal operation of a system. This issue
emphasizes the importance of understanding potential risks that this intentional threat
will cause.
Several experiments were conducted to understand automotive IEMI [2-4]. They
were based on the time domain measurement and a D-dot sensor was used to measure the
radiated electric field [5]. Due to the characteristics of a D-dot sensor, the low frequency
noise is amplified with the time domain measurement and it occurs the uncertainty of the
measurement. Also, standard IEMI source generators are usually required to analyze
automotive IEMI [6]. However, experiments using these source generators were costly
and dangerous, since they are huge and generate high power electromagnetic (HPEM)
fields of tens or hundreds of kV/m at peak field strengths. This facilitates the need to test
the IEMI using an alternative aggressor other than standard IEMI attackers.
In this paper, the transfer function between the IEMI source and the ECU circuit
in the automobile is extracted to analyze how IEMI affects the vehicle and the low
frequency noise with the time domain measurement is investigated. Instead of standard
IEMI sources, the log-periodic antenna is used as an aggressor and the measurement is
conducted in the frequency domain. A transfer function of a system is a ratio of the
output to the input of the system and it is used to describe and analyze the system in the
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frequency domain. To offset the effect using different IEMI sources, a transfer function is
considered to show how a radiated electric field affects the vehicle; therefore, vulnerable
frequencies can be specified. It is calculated with reconstructed dipole moments of the
log-periodic antenna and compared with the transfer function of the standard mesoband
source measured in the time domain. To validate if the transfer function of the logperiodic antenna is comparable to the standard source generator, the electric field of the
standard source is regenerated with the transfer function of the log-periodic antenna and
is compared with the original standard source field waveform.

2. IEMI SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION

To calculate the transfer function, the system’s input and output need to be well
defined. In [2], the mesoband standard source generator was used as Figure 1 to
reconstruct the IEMI source for the numerical simulation. Since the generator is based on
the dipole antenna structure, the dominant current flows in the vertical direction through
dipole arms; therefore, the Hertzian dipole is considered for the source reconstruction.
Also, the transverse electromagnetic (TEM) sensor is placed at a height similar to that of
the center of the standard source to measure the radiated field from the generator. In this
case, the dominant field’s component is in the vertical direction. The dipole moment of
the aggressor Pz and its radiated electric field Ez to the victim are considered as the input
and output to extract the transfer function for IEMI analysis.
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(a) The setup for the source reconstruction

(b) IEMI measurement setup
Figure 1. The mesoband standard source measurement setup

In this section, IEMI dipole moments Pz was reconstructed by the source
reconstruction using the log-periodic antenna. Also, radiated electric fields Ez from the
log-periodic antenna were measured using a D-dot sensor. With these values, the transfer
function of the log-periodic antenna is calculated and compared with the standard source.
To validate if the transfer function of the log-periodic antenna is comparable to
the standard source, the electric field is regenerated as the transfer function of the log-
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periodic antenna multiplied by dipole moments of the standard source and compared with
the original electric field radiated from the standard source.

2.1. MEASUREMENT FOR IEMI SOURCE MODELING
The measurement setup with the log-periodic antenna is illustrated in Figure 2.

(a) Measurement setup for the source reconstruction
VNA
□
□□□
□ □□□
o rn o
Optic
Converter! Rx)

Optic
ConvertertTx) Preamplifier

Optic cable

Log-periodic Antenna

D-dot Sensor

<

Baiun

(b) Measurement setup illustration
Figure 2. The measurement setup for IEMI source modeling
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The log-periodic antenna was used as an IEMI source. The free-field D-dot sensor and
the log-periodic antenna are placed at z = 1 m. The preamplifier is a low noise amplifier
(LNA) to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
In the far-field region, it is reasonable to replace the source with an ideal
infinitesimal electric dipole. Based on the log-periodic antenna structure with a height of
0.74 m, the far-field boundary can be estimated as 1.825 m at 500 MHz by the following
Equation (1) [7]:
„

2 D2

2 (0.74 m ) 2

R = —— = -Hs----—« 1.825 m,
5

m

(1)

where D is the largest dimension of the antenna, and Xis the wavelength of the signal in
the air at 500 MHz.
The D-dot sensor was used to measure the radiated electric field. Since it is
mounted on a small ground plane, it can be placed in the vehicle where it will measure a
surface electric field quantity. The z-components of electric fields were measured at
different observation points from 2 m to 6 m which are the distances between the logperiodic antenna’s calibration reference point and the D-dot sensor. The output of the Ddot sensor is proportional to a time derivative of the electric field; it is proportional to the
frequency by Fourier transform. The electric field Ez ( f) can be calculated as Equation
(2):
v(f)

Ez ( f ) = A e q Ro ^ j 2 n f S o

(2)

where V (f) is the output voltage of the D-dot sensor in the frequency domain, A eq
indicates the equivalent area of the D-dot sensor, R0 is the characteristic impedance of the
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D-dot sensor and £0 is the permittivity of free space. Figure 3 shows measured electric
fields Ez converted by (2).

Converted E-field

Figure 3. Electric field Ez measurement data

2.2. IEMI SOURCE RECONSTRUCTION
With measured field data, the equivalent dipole moment Pz of the log-periodic
antenna was reconstructed by the source reconstruction and the least square method [8,
9]. Since the log-periodic antenna supports above 30 MHz based on the datasheet and the
far-field boundary estimation calculated as (1) can be considered below 500 MHz, the
dipole moment is reconstructed from 30 MHz to 500 MHz with the step of 10 MHz.
Figure 4 shows reconstructed dipoles Pz ( f ) of the log-periodic antenna. It correlates the
antenna factor of the log-periodic antenna on the datasheet especially at a peak near 50
MHz region.
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Figure 4. The equivalent dipole moment Pz ( f ) of the log-periodic antenna

To validate reconstructed dipole moments, the dipole moments are imported on
the simulation. The equivalent dipole is placed at z = 1 m which is the same height as the
log-periodic antenna placement. Figure 5 compares measurement and simulation results
at the point located 2 m away from the source. The simulation result matches well with

Figure 5. Electric field comparison at 2 m away from the source
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the measurement. The reconstructed source generates the same field as the log-periodic
antenna does. Also, the data from 3 m to 6 m away from the log-periodic antenna
matched well.

2.3. VALIDATION OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION
The transfer function of the log-periodic antenna can be calculated as Equation (3)
shown below:
TF(f) = —

Pz ( D

.

Figure 6. Simulation setup for the transfer function of the unit dipole

Figure 7. Transfer function comparison

(3)
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(a) Single side spectrums in the frequency domain

(b) Waveforms in the time domain
Figure 8. Comparison of the reconstructed and the measured electric fields Ez
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The transfer function of the mesoband standard source measured using the TEM
sensor was also calculated with the data in [2]. On the simulation, the unit dipole was set
as a source in Figure 6 to extract the transfer function directly from the measured field. In
Figure 7, the transfer function of the log- periodic antenna is similar to the other sources
below 250 MHz. Due to the structure of the standard source generator mentioned above,
the standard source generator is a dipole antenna, which has a length of 1.15 m. Since it
operates as an open circuit when the wavelength is the same as the length of the dipole, it
shows a null at 260 MHz.
To verify the transfer function of the log-periodic antenna, the electric field was
regenerated with dipole moments of the standard source multiplied by the transfer
function referring to (3) and it is compared with the measured electric field of the
standard source as shown in Figure 8. The regenerated waveform matched well with the
real standard source measurement. It shows that the transfer function of the log-periodic
antenna is comparable to the transfer function of the standard source.

3. TRANSFER FUNCTION MEASUREMENT TO CHARACTERIZE
AUTOMOTIVE IEMI

Most vehicles have ECUs, which are placed near the front center console. To
check the IEMI effect to the ECU, the IEMI source is placed 5 m away from the front,
rear, and side of the vehicle and the D-dot sensor is placed near the accelerator pedal to
extract the transfer function between the attacker and the victim.
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3.1. IEMI MEASUREMENT WITH THE LOG-PERIODIC ANTENNA
Figure 9 describes the IEMI measurement setup. The log-periodic antenna was
placed as the IEMI source and the vehicle as the victim. Similar to in Section 2, two
external amplifiers were added. The power amplifier was attached to the log-periodic
antenna, and the preamplifier was attached to the output of the balun. Compared with the
preamplifier, the power amplifier is used to amplify the power of a 0 - 10 dBm range.
The D-dot sensor was placed near the accelerator pedal to measure the radiated electric

(a) Measurement setup with the vehicle

(b) D-dot sensor placement near the pedal
Figure 9. The IEMI measurement setup with the vehicle
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Figure 10. The electric field Ez at 5 m away from the source to the vehicle

field from the IEMI source since the pedal is near the front center console. Figure 10
shows the measured electric field Ez. To extract the transfer function, the electric field Ez
was divided by the dipole moment Pz of the log-periodic antenna.

3.2. VALIDATION OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION
The transfer functions of different IEMI sources with the vehicle 5 m away from
the source to the front of the vehicle are extracted and compared as shown in Figure 11.
Transfer functions of the log-periodic antenna and the standard source can be calculated
by (3) with a measured electric field inside the vehicle.
To validate the transfer function of the log-periodic antenna with the vehicle, the
electric field was regenerated with dipole moments of the standard source and compared
with the real measurement of the standard source as Figure 12. The magnitude of the log-
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Log-periodic antenna
Mesoband source

20
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200
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Frequency[MHz

Figure 11. Transfer function comparison with the vehicle

periodic antenna at 50 - 100 MHz range is lower than the standard source due to the
transfer function. Consequently, the main signal of the time domain waveform is 80 MHz
and the magnitude of the log-periodic antenna is affected by the transfer function.
Overall, the regenerated waveform in the time domain follows the same trend as the
standard source, and it shows that the transfer function of the log-periodic antenna is
comparable to the measurement of the standard source. Additionally, the victim was
illuminated from the rear, and side. The measurement results show similar tendencies as
the front and are not included in the manuscript.
To measure the field radiated from the standard IEMI source, an oscilloscope and
the D-dot sensor was used. An oscilloscope has internal noise, and the noise floor level is
related with the bandwidth as Equation (4) shown below:
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(a) Single side spectrums in the frequency domain
Reconstructed E-field

(b) Waveforms in the time domain
Figure 12. E-field comparison generated with different transfer functions
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Noise floor [dBm] = -1 7 4 + Noise f ig u r e + 10log (Bandwidth),

(4)

where the bandwidth indicates the range of frequencies that the oscilloscope can acquire
and display accurately with less than 3 dB attenuation. As mentioned in Section 2, a Ddot sensor captures the time-derivative of the electric field; it has the jro term in the
frequency domain. The output voltage of the D-dot sensor is divided by jro to get the
electric field by (3), which is affected by the oscilloscope’s noise in the low frequency
region. However, there was not a similar trend of the mesoband standard source in Figure
8(a) below 50 MHz, since the TEM sensor was used to measure the field to characterize
the standard source generator in Section 2. As the output of the TEM sensor is
proportional to the electric field, it does not need to be divided by jro.
To verify the low frequency noise in the standard source measurement, the idle
noise was measured using the D-dot sensor and the oscilloscope with the following

E- f ed
3andwidth
Bandwidth
Bandwidth

00

200
300
Frequency [MFIz]

2GHz Full ba rd)
200MHz
20 MHz

400

500

Figure 13. Idle noise measurement with different bandwidth settings
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bandwidth settings: 2 GHz(full band), 200 MHz, and 20 MHz. Measured signals were
converted to the electric field in the frequency domain as Figure 13. In the low frequency
region, it is similar to the measurement data of the standard source in Figure 12(a). It
shows that the low frequency noise is related with the internal noise of an oscilloscope
and the characteristics of a D-dot sensor. This issue can be resolved by attaching an
integrator after the D-dot sensor, using a vector network analyzer (VNA) or a spectrum
analyzer.

4. CONCLUSION

Using a log-periodic antenna as an IEMI attacker, the transfer function between
the aggressor and the ECU is extracted and compared with the mesoband standard source
measurement. To validate the transfer function, the electric fields are reconstructed as the
extracted transfer function multiplied by dipole moments of the standard source. It is
found that the extracted transfer function of the log-periodic antenna is comparable to the
transfer function of the standard source. It is expected that the transfer function
measurement can be considered to analyze how the automotive IMEI affects the vehicle.
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II. THERMAL RUNAWAY INVESTIGATION OF LITHIUM-ION BATTERY BY
INTENTIONAL EMI

Woncheol Song, Seungtaek Jeong, Jonghyun Park, and Chulsoon Hwang

ABSTRACT

Lithium-Ion (Li-ion) batteries are being widely used and many accidents related
with Li-ion batteries are also increasing. For most battery applications, a voltage
regulator module (VRM) is applied to regulate the voltage from the battery to its output,
such as integrated circuits (ICs). A bypass capacitor at the input path of VRM is needed
and the supply voltage after VRM can be stable to enable the operation of ICs with this
bypass capacitor. Due to this bypass capacitor and the inductance at the battery side from
wires or printed circuit board (PCB) traces, the parallel LC resonance can be generated
and it resonates the current flowing through the battery. To mimic the electromagnetic
environment which can affect the battery system inducing a current passing through the
battery, the current is intentionally injected to the system with a bulk current injection
(BCI) probe and it is investigated how this coupled current can affect the battery with this
parallel LC resonance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lithium-Ion (Li-ion) batteries are being widely used nowadays for electric
vehicles and electric devices and the demand is rapidly growing. Also, they can be
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applied for military and aerospace systems since they have high energy and power
density, deliver more energy and power with less weight and maintenance than
conventional batteries such as alkaline and Nickel Cadmium (Ni-Cd) [1]. However, many
accidents related with Li-ion batteries have been reported recently, for example, Samsung
Galaxy Note7 battery explosion as Figure 1, Boeing 787 Li-ion battery explosion as
Figure 2.

Figure 1. Samsung Galaxy Note7 battery explosion [2]

Figure 2. Boeing 787 Li-ion battery explosion [3]
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For electromagnetic critical systems such as electric vehicles and aerospace
systems which can affect the security of vehicle itself and also human lives, intentional
electromagnetic interference (IEMI) is being considered as a growing threat and many
researches have been done to investigate how IEMI affects vehicles [4-7]. Also, many
vehicle manufacturers nowadays try to build their products lighter for energy efficiency
and it reduces the need of metal or conductive materials but in perspective for shielding
to the external electromagnetic fields, it makes worse since high-power electromagnetics
(HPEM) radiated from IEMI attackers can increase the induced current through the wires.
For most battery applications, a voltage regulator module (VRM) is applied to
regulate the voltage from the battery to its output, such as integrated circuits (ICs). With a
VRM, ICs can operate with accurate drain voltages. Bypass capacitors at the input path of
VRM are needed in electronics since a bypass capacitor supports that the supply voltage
can be stable to enable the operation of ICs.
Due to this bypass capacitor and the wire inductance at the battery side, the
parallel LC resonance is generated and it resonates the current flowing through the
battery. When the frequency of the induced current by RF signal is same as the resonance
frequency, the induced current can be amplified. This can be one possible scenario that
the resonance affects a thermal runaway of the battery not due to the battery itself and it
is investigated in this paper.
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2. ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT CONSIDERATION

In IEC 61000-4-36 [8], IEMI source types are categorized and the 'specialist'
generator can generate hundreds of kV and MV in terms of ‘r£yar ’, the electric field
normalized at a distance of 1 m from the antenna as derived from an electric field
measurement at a given distance in the far field, and victims can be damaged
permanently with tens or hundreds of kV/m electric fields as far as 50 m away from these
generators [9].

Table 1. IEMI Source Type Categorized with Respect to Far Field Electric Field [8, 9]
Technical
IEMI Source Type

IEMI Technology Type

rEfar (F)

Hyperband

ESD gun

5 kV

Hypoband

Microwave oven magnetron

2 kV

Hyperband

Solid state pulsers

60 kV

Mesoband

Commercially available pulser

120kV

Hypoband

Typical radar

450kV

Hyperband

Military demonstrator

~5 MV

Mesoband

Military demonstrator

500 kV

Hypoband

Military demonstrator

30 MV

Category

Novice

Skilled

Specialist

In MIL-STD-464C [10], pulsed radar systems can generate high field strengths
above 20 kV/m [11].
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In RTCA DO-160G [12], the induced current by radiated RF fields from radio and
radar transmitters are assumed to result in current levels up to 300 mA and these levels in
Figure 3 are being considered for the conducted susceptibility test for aircraft.

Figure 3. Conducted Susceptibility Current Limits [12]

In MIL-STD-461F [13], CS114, conducted susceptibility, bulk current injection
test is explained and the injection level is limited up to 109 dBuA(same as 281.8 mA) for
aircraft platform as Figure 4.
These indicate that the HPEM can induce hundreds of mA current for the worst
case onto imperfectly shielded cables and this unwanted current can pass through
batteries or other ICs which are connected to the cables directly and eventually can
damage the system.
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3. BULK CURRENT INJECTION TEST

To mimic this electromagnetic environment to inject a RF current in a wire, a
bulk current injection (BCI) probe is used to inject a current intentionally. This BCI
probe is modeled as an AC current source, which can be described as inductive coupling
at the load. The equivalent circuit and the test setup are described in Figure 5. Each
component is measured with a vector network analyzer (VNA). The battery has 100 nF
capacitance and the wire connected to the battery consists of 400 nH inductance with
1.05 Q DC resistance and 55.6 pF capacitance in parallel. The bypass capacitor is
attached as 100 pF and the load is set as 100 Q.
Considering the BCI probe as an AC current source, this parallel 400 nH and 100
pF acts as a tank resonant circuit and the current flowing through this circuit is resonated
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(a) The illustration of the setup and the equivalent circuit

(b) The setup with the circuit attaching the battery

(c) The measurement setup description
Figure 5. BCI measurement setup
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at the resonance frequency. To calculate the current gain passing through the battery, the
input current is measured at 100 Q load and the output current is measured at the battery
with a current clamp. Compared with the simulation result of the equivalent circuit, the
measurement matches well with the simulation below 30MHz as Figure 7.

Figure 6. ADS circuit simulation for the current gain calculation

Figure 7. BCI current gain comparison
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The measured resonance frequency is 24.3MHz and it matches well with the
simulation, 24.5MHz. It indicates that the equivalent circuit including the behavior model
of the battery is correct. The inductance of the battery side comes from the wire and this
affects the parallel LC resonance with the bypass capacitor.

4. THERMAL RUNAWAY INVESTIGATION

The bulk current injection test is performed again with a power amplifier to inject
higher current to the battery. With the test setup in Figure 8, 38.5 mA peak-to-peak (pp)
current at 24.3 MHz is injected at the load as Figure 9(a). The current flowing through the
battery is amplified to 2.17 A pp as Figure 9(b) by the parallel LC resonance.

Figure 8. BCI measurement setup with a power amplifier
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(a) The input current: 38.5 mA peak-to-peak measured at the 100 Q load

(b) The output current: 2.17 A peak-to-peak measured at the battery
Figure 9. Current measurement results at 24.3 MHz
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To verify that the LC tank resonance affects the battery temperature, the
temperature of the battery is measured with a thermal camera and compared with the
temperature of the battery with the default setup. The default setup is that the battery is
connected to the 100 Q load but the current injection is disabled. With the default setup,
the temperature of the battery is stable near 24 - 25 °C during 30 minute measurement.
However, after enabling the current injection, the temperature is gradually increased from
24.6 °C to 29.6 °C after 30 minutes as Figure 11. Also, the heat is mostly focused on the
battery’s positive and negative terminals. It indicates that the heat is generated from the

(a) The initial battery temperature

(b) The battery temperature after 30 minutes
Figure 10. The battery temperature measurement with 100Q load
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(a) The initial battery temperature

(b) The battery temperature after 30 minutes
Figure 11. The battery temperature with enabling the current injection

Figure 12. The battery temperature comparison
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battery and the amplified current by the resonance affects the battery to increase the
temperature since the current densities near two terminals are higher than others.
It is checked how the temperature is changed with different levels of current
injection. As Figure 13, the temperature depends on the current injection level. It
indicates that the injected current affects the battery to increase the temperature and the
heat is generated due to the current injection.

Figure 13. The battery temperature with different current injection levels

5. CONCLUSION

The current passing through the battery is amplified due to the parallel LC
resonance from the bypass capacitor and the wire inductance of the battery side. By BCI
test, the heat from the battery is generated and it is found that the temperature is affected
by the current flowing through the battery. Most of battery applications need to use a
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VRM so this resonance is inevitable. Most solutions of the thermal runaway of Li-ion
batteries are focused on the battery itself. However, based on this measurement, it is
found that currents induced by RF noises can be a reason that the thermal runaway is
occured with the battery system. Engineers should recognize this situation and optimize
the wire inductance of the battery side or the bypass capacitor values to prevent the
thermal runaway by RF noises.
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2. CONCLUSIONS

In the first paper, using a log-periodic antenna as an IEMI attacker, the transfer
function between the aggressor and the ECU is extracted and compared with the
mesoband standard source measurement. To validate the transfer function, the electric
fields are reconstructed as the extracted transfer function multiplied by dipole moments
of the standard source. It is found that the extracted transfer function of the log-periodic
antenna is comparable to the transfer function of the standard source.
In the second paper, the heat from the battery is generated by BCI test and it is
found that it is due to the parallel LC resonance from the bypass capacitor and the wire
inductance of the battery side. Most of the battery application needs to use a VRM so this
resonance is inevitable. To prevent this situation, the wire inductance of the battery side
or the bypass capacitor values should be optimized to prevent the thermal runaway by RF
noises with considering their frequencies.
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